Relation between flow, curvilinearity, and density dependence of pulmonary pressure-flow curves.
In nine normal subjects we measured pulmonary pressure-flow curves by ensemble averaging over 20 breaths and solving the equation P = K'V alpha where P is flow-resistive pressure, K' is slope, 5 V is flow, and alpha is curvilinearity. The study was performed at four lung volumes from 37 to 73% of total lung capacity, with the subjects breathing air or HeO2. K' was lower at every lung volume during HeO2 breathing, whereas the exponent alpha was uninfluenced by either lung volume or HeO2 breathing. Although alpha increased with flow rate, comparison of air and HeO2 curves revealed that alpha was not uniquely related to Reynolds' number. Furthermore there was no correlation between curvilinearity and the density dependence of K'. These observations are inconsistent with the general equation P = KV alpha rho alpha-1 mu 2-alpha, where K is a constant related to airway geometry, rho is density and mu is viscosity. (Wood et al., J. Appl. Physiol. 41: 234-244, 1976). The reasons for this discrepancy are unclear, but do not appear to be related to effects of oscillatory flow because alpha was similar from 20 to 90 breaths/min in four subjects. We conclude that the curvilinearity of pulmonary pressure-flow curves is related to flow but independent of gas density and is not explicable solely on the basis of Reynolds' number.